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Summary of Key Findings 

The short circuit current of all-polymer solar cells measured under simulated sunlight is 

found to be strongly correlated with the time resolve microwave conductivity (TRMC) response of 

active layer films on quartz substrates. This outcome validates the use of TRMC to rapidly screen 

promising new all-polymer systems. A minimum  peak signal of 0.06 cm2/Vs is proposed as being 

required before further optimisation of new systems in device geometries. Furthermore, the TRMC 

response of three new all-polymer solar cell systems is presented, with short-circuit currents realised 

in solar cells consistent with the peak signals measured with TRMC. 

Introduction 

 Polymer solar cells are coming closer to commercialisation boosted by recent improvements 

in the efficiency of single junction cells beyond 15%.1, 2 Polymer solar cells utilise a donor and 

acceptor material in order to effect efficient exciton dissociation.3 While polymer solar cells 

generally use a semiconducting polymer as donor material,4 different classes of materials can be 

used as the acceptor, including fullerene derivatives,3 semiconducting polymers5 and so-called small 

molecule non-fullerene acceptors.6 While fullerene derivatives were used for many years to realise 

the most efficient cells, non-fullerene acceptors have taken over as the most efficient acceptor 

class.6 Although efficiency is an important parameter, for commercialisation other factors are 

important including processability, stability and mechanical flexibility.7 Using semiconducting 

polymers for both donor and acceptor materials – for “all-polymer” solar cells – has a number of 

attractions including greater control over solution viscosity (important for roll-to-roll printing), 

superior mechanical flexibility, and greater thermal stability.7 Compared to blends between a 

polymer and small molecule, all-polymer blends are inherently more stable due to lower crystallinity 

of polymers and the entanglement of polymer chains in a blend that hinders demixing. However the 

record efficiency for all-polymer solar cells is ~ 11% requiring efficiency improvements to be 

commercially viable.  

Key to the recent improvement in polymer solar cell efficiency has been the development of 

new materials, be they donor polymers or acceptor materials. A key advantage of organic 

semiconductors is the limitless variety of materials that can be synthesised. A disadvantage is that a 

lot of trial and error is involved in the screening of new materials. Since a predictive approach to 

organic solar cells is still far off, techniques that can reduce the time required to screen new 

materials are particularly attractive. One such technique is time-resolved microwave conductivity 

(TRMC), which is a pump-probe technique to measure the photoconductance of an active layer.8 
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Instead of having to make a complete device, which requires the optimisation of active layer 

thickness, the deposition of contact, encapsulation and testing, TRMC in principle can assess the 

potential efficiency of a novel donor/acceptor system by quickly measuring the transient 

photoconductivity of a thin film prepared on a quartz substrate. By screening for systems with the 

highest photoconductivity and longest carrier lifetimes – which have been positively correlated with 

the short-circuit current of a device under simulated sunlight  – significant time and cost in device 

fabrication and characterisation can be saved.9 While this approach has been successfully employed 

for the study and screening of polymer:fullerene systems,9 this approach has not been validated for 

systems based on other acceptor materials. This report investigates the feasibility of using TRMC to 

screen for efficient all-polymer systems, by comparing the TRMC response of a range of all-polymer 

systems to their photovoltaic performance. 

Methodology 

Materials 

Figures 1 and 2 present the chemical structures of the donor and acceptor materials used in 

this study. A range of previously published systems have been selected with efficiencies spanning 

from less than 1%10 to over 7%.11 Rather than relying on literature published values of efficiency, 

short-circuit current, open circuit voltage and fill factor, devices were fabricated and characterised to 

be able to directly compare the TRMC response of films on quartz substrates and active layer films in 

devices. 

Most of the polymers used were sourced commercially. P3HT was sourced from Rieke 

Metals. PTB7, PTB7-Th, J51, J52, F-N2200 were purchased from 1-Material Inc. N2200 (also known as 

P(NDI2OD-T2) was purchased from Raynergy Tech. S2-N2200 was provided by the group of Prof. 

Michael Sommer (Chemnitz University of Technology) while PNDI-T10 was synthesised in-house at 

Flinders University. 

 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of donor polymers used in this study. 
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of acceptor polymers used in this study. 

Device fabrication and characterisation 

 Solar cells were fabricated with an inverted architecture: ITO/ZnO/PEIE/active 

layer/MoOx/Ag. ITO-coated glass substrates were cleaned firstly by sonication for 10 minutes in 

acetone, followed by sonication for another 10 minutes in isopropanol before oxygen plasma 

cleaning for 10 minutes. A 0.1 M ZnO precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 160 mg of zinc 

acetate dehydrate in 61 mg of ethanolamine and 10 mL of 2-methoxyethanol with vigorous stirring 

for 12 hours for the hydrolysis reaction at 60 C. A 0.073 M ZnO precursor solution was then spin-

coated onto cleaned ITO-coated glass at 3000 rpm for 30 s and annealed on a hot plate at 200 C for 

30 minutes to form a thin conducting layer. A PEIE layer was subsequently spin coated on top of the 

ZnO layer at 5000 rpm for 30 s and annealed on a hot plate at 110 C for 15 mins to form a thin hole-

blocking layer. The active layers of the solar cells were spin coated from blend solutions at different 

spin speed for 60 s. Finally, a 15 nm MoOx layer with a 100 nm Ag layer was thermally deposited. All 

top electrode layers were deposited via thermal evaporation in vacuo (~ 10−6 mbar) through a 

shadow mask to define electrodes with an active area of 4.5 mm2. Devices were encapsulated with 

epoxy resin and glass cover slides before being moved from the glove box for testing. 

Current−voltage (J−V) characteristics for all devices were measured using a Keithley 2635 source 

meter. A Photo Emission Tech model SS50AAA solar simulator, simulating an AM1.5G radiation 

spectrum with 100 mW/cm2 irradiance, was used. The intensity of the simulator was calibrated with 

a silicon reference cell with a KG3 glass filter. External quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using 

a spot size smaller than that of the device active area. An Oriel Cornerstone 130 monochromator 

was used to disperse light from a tungsten filament (Newport 250 W QTH). Prior to measurement, 

this system was calibrated using a Thorlabs FDS-100CAL photodiode placed at the exact location of 

the devices during measurements.  
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Time-resolved microwave conductivity measurements 

Samples for TRMC were prepared on quartz substrates. The same weight ratio and casting 

solvent was used, with thickness altered where necessary to increase the optical density at the 

probe wavelength to at least 0.7. A photograph of the TRMC setup is shown in Figure 3. The sample 

under test is placed in the resonance cavity of an X-band microwave waveguide, which is located 

within the laser enclosure. Within the laser enclosure, a 5 ns pulse from a Nd:YAG laser is used to 

excite the carriers, with microwaves used to probe the relative population of the excited carriers. A 

wavelength of 532 nm is used with a frequency of 10 Hz. The relative change in the absorbed 

microwave power (provided by a custom-built source driven by a Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO) 

from Sivers IMA) from the dark signal to the excited signal, is directly proportional to the 

photoconductance ΔG: 

 

∆𝐺 = 𝛽𝑞𝑒𝐼0𝐹𝐴(𝜑∑𝜇)      (1) 

The product φΣµ, which is the product of the quantum yield and sum of the mobilities of the 

electrons and holes, is the figure of merit extracted from the TRMC measurements. All other 

parameters are measurable quantities. β is the geometric factor for the X-band waveguide (β=2.2 

(W/H)), qe is the elementary charge, I0 the incident photon flux from the laser excitation and FA is the 

fraction of light absorbed at the excitation wavelength which in our case is 532 nm. G decays with 

time related to the lifetime of the excited charges, with the transient microwave photoconductivity 

recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Keysight).  

 

Figure 3. Photograph of the TRMC setup at Macquarie University used in this study. 

Results 

 Table 1 summarises the solar cell performance of the eight all-polymer systems studied. The 

power conversion efficiencies of these systems ranges from ~ 0.5% to over 7%, with JSC ranging from 

~2 mA/cm2 to ~14 mA/cm2. P3HT:N2200 was chosen as being representative of earlier, low 

efficiency systems. The efficiency of the P3HT:N2200 is known to be limited by coarse phase 
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separation and geminate recombination.10 Replacing the donor polymer P3HT for either PTB7 or 

PTB7-Th results in a significant improvement in cell performance to 2.2% and 4.5% respectively. The 

PTB7:N2200 and PTB7-Th:N2200 systems are also interesting since the small difference in side chain 

in PTB7 compared to PTB7-Th results in a doubling of efficiency.12 A subtle change in the chemical 

structure of the acceptor polymer switching N2200 for PNDI-T10 can also produce a significant 

increase in efficiency, with literature values of over 7% reported,13 although in our hands a more 

modest efficiency of ~5% was realised. Small changes in the chemical of N2200 can also have a 

detrimental effect with the thionation of N2200 to produce 2S-N2200 causing a reduction in 

efficiency from 4.5% to 0.8%.14 The highest efficiencies are realised with J51 and J52 as donor in 

combination with N2200, with an efficiency of 5.7% achieved for the J51:N2200 blend and 7.3% for 

the J52:N2200 blend. A J52:F-N2200 blends is also included, with fluorination resulting in a decrease 

in efficiency mainly due to a decrease in open circuit voltage, with short circuit current remaining 

relatively high.  

 

Table 1. Summary of the solar cell performance of the eight all-polymer systems studied. 

System Weight 
ratio 

Casting solvent PCE (%) VOC (V) JSC 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 

P3HT:N2200 1:1 Chloroform 0.53 0.55 1.7 0.57 

PTB7:N2200 1:1 Chlorobenzene 2.2 0.77 7.3 0.40 

PTB7-
Th:N2200 

1:1 Chlorobenzene 4.5 0.79 11.7 0.48 

PTB7-
Th:PNDI-
T10 

1:1 Chlorobenzene 5.0 0.81 12.6 0.49 

PTB7-Th:S2-
N2200 

1:1 Chlorobenzene 0.8 0.49 5.2 0.33 

J51:N2200 1:1 Chlorobenzene 5.7 0.81 13.9 0.51 

J52:N2200 1:1 Chlorobenzene 7.3 0.81 14.4 0.62 

J52:F-N2200 1:1 Chlorobenzene 4.7 0.69 12.4 0.55 

 

 

Figure 4. TRMC traces taken of a J52:N2200 film as a function of photon flux density, varied using 

neutral density filters with optical density varying from 0 to 4.3. 
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Figure 4 presents example TRMC traces recorded of the J52:N2200 sample. This plot shows 

the transient response as a function of laser pulse intensity. As φΣµ is normalised to laser intensity, 

at high pulse intensity, the product φΣµ decreases in absolute value above a certain threshold due to 

bimolecular recombination, with a corresponding decrease in lifetime (faster decay of φΣµ). 

Measurements were performed such that the peak φΣµ figure of merit (the highest value of φΣµ 

that the trace reaches) was taken from the linear regime at laser intensities low enough such that 

the traces were not affected by the bimolecular recombination of charges. 

 

Figure 5. TRMC traces of the 8 all-polymer blend systems studied, with all traces recorded in the 

linear regime. 

 

Figure 5 presents representative TMRC traces of the 8 all-polymer systems studied. These traces 

were recorded in the linear regime. From these traces the TRMC figure of merit was extracted as the 

highest value of φΣµ attained. 
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Figure 6. Comparison between various photovoltaic performance parameters and the TRMC  

peak figure of merit. 

 Figure 6 provides a comparison between the TRMC  peak figure of merit and various 

photovoltaic performance parameters. As seen for polymer:fullerene systems, there is a strong 

correlation between the measured  peak and short circuit current, figure 6(a), confirming for all 

polymer systems that a strong TRMC signal is positively correlated with the short circuit current 

measured in a device under simulated sunlight. For open circuit voltage and fill factor there is not as 

strong a correlation with the measured  peak. Indeed, one of the highest fill factors was 

achieved for the cell with the lowest the  signal (P3HT:N2200). For the P3HT:N2200 system this 

can be understood in terms of the high geminate recombination in this system;10 those carriers that 

are able to separate from the donor:acceptor interface are collected with low subsequent 

recombination due to the high mobilities of the P3HT and N2200 phases. Indeed, the decay of the 

TRMC signal of the P3HT:N2200 sample is noticeably slower than that of the other blends suggesting 

the FF may be correlated with TRMC lifetime. The open circuit voltage measured was in general 

found to be higher for systems with larger  signal but tended to saturate for values of  above 

0.05 cm2/Vs. The additional scatter in the correlation between FF, VOC with  peak mean that the 

correlation between power conversion efficiency and  peak is not a strong as between short 

circuit current and  peak, however there is still a strong positive correlation. In general the data 

of figure 6 validate the use of TMRC for screening new all polymer systems. A threshold value of 0.06 

cm2/Vs could be considered for screening new materials, with a strong preference for high efficiency 

systems (PCE > 5%). Due to the poorer correlation between  peak and cell fill factor and open 

circuit voltage, other material factors such as charge carrier mobility and complementary energy 
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levels could be considered when selecting material combinations for TRMC screening, or when 

selecting between material combinations that have passed TRMC screening for device optimisation. 

 

Figure 7. Chemical structures of three new acceptor polymers developed at Flinders University, 

MJA109, MJA185, MJA199. 

To further explore the potential for TRMC for screening materials, we have also investigated 

three new all-polymer blends, based on three new acceptor polymers synthesised at Flinders 

University, see figure 7. MJA109, MJA185, MJA199 are variants of N2200 where novel sidechains 

have been added to the thiophene rings in order to tune aggregation and crystallisation behaviour. 

The acceptor polymers were combined with the donor J52. Table 2 presents the solar cell 

performance of optimised J52:MJA109, J52:MJA185, and J52:MJA199 solar cells, using the same 

device geometry as described above. The J52:MJA109 and J52:MJA185 systems are able to achieve 

efficiencies of ~ 5% with JSC above 10 mA/cm2. J52:MJA199 was only able to achieve an efficiency of 

~ 2% due to its lower VOC and FF, with a JSC of ~ 10 mA/cm2 still achievable. 

Table 2. Summary of the solar cell performance of three new all-polymer systems. 

System Weight 
ratio 

Casting solvent PCE (%) VOC (V) JSC 
(mA/cm2) 

FF 

J52:MJA109 1:1 Chlorobenzene 5.3 0.85 12.2 0.51 

J52:MJA185 1:1 Chlorobenzene 5.0 0.83 10.5 0.57 

J52:MJA199 1:1 Chlorobenzene 2.0 0.57 9.77 0.36 

 

 

Figure 8. TRMC traces of three new all-polymer systems, J52:MJA109, J52:MJA185 and J52:MJA199. 
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Figure 8 presents TRMC traces of J52:MJA109, J52:MJA185, and J52:MJA199 films. 

Interestingly all systems show similar traces. With similar peak values of ~ 30 × 10-3 cm2/Vs. The 

similar peak values agree with the similar JSC values measured for the samples. The lower overall 

efficiency of the J52:MJA199 system must be attributed to other factors such as mismatched energy 

levels which lead to a lower VOC.  

To further analyse the transient response of these three new systems, transient responses 

were fitted using a double exponential decay fit:  

𝑦 = 𝐴1 exp(−𝑖𝑛𝑣𝜏1. 𝑥) + 𝐴2 exp(−𝑖𝑛𝑣𝜏2. 𝑥) 

The fits allow the qualitative comparison of free carrier lifetime for the samples. The transients were 

measured over an intensity range of absorbed photons across more than three orders of magnitude. 

The transients are analysed using two lifetime characters, τ1 and τ2 and their respective amplitudes 

denoted by A1 and A2. In the decay curve, τ1 denotes the slow component and τ2 the fast component. 

Figure 9 shows the plots for τ1 and τ2 for three new systems. The corresponding plots for A1 and A2 

can be found in figure 10. It can be seen that as the intensity is lowered, the lifetime becomes 

longer, due a decrease in second order recombination losses. Ideally longer the charges live better 

the carrier extraction in devices. J52:MJA109, J52:MJA185, and J52:MJA199 all show similar lifetime 

values, consistent with the similar TRMC profiles shown in figure 8. Sample 1 has the highest slow 

lifetime which corroborates well with the high mobilities of P3HT:N2200 blends in literature. Looking 

at the magnitude of the slow and fast components (A2 and A1 respectively) Samples S1, S5 and S6 

have the longest fraction and correspondingly the lowest fraction for the fast component. The slow 

decay in these materials, is likely related to the stability of the materials as well as corroborated by 

the ageing tests performed. 

 

Figure 9. Lifetime parameters τ1 (slow) and τ2 (fast) extracted from the TRMC transients for the three 

new all-polymer blends as a function of light intensity. 
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Figure 10. Contribution of the (a) slow and (b) fast component of the transient TRMC signal as a 

function of light intensity for the three new all-polymer blends. 
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Conclusions 

The performance and TRMC response of eight all-polymer solar cell systems has been 

characterised. A strong positive and near linear correlation between cell short circuit current and 

 peak signal was confirmed for all-polymer cells. A threshold  peak signal of 0.06 cm2/Vs is 

recommended for screening new material combinations. The TRMC response of three new all-

polymer systems, J52:MJA109, J52:MJA185, and J52:MJA199, were also analysed. Similar short-

circuit currents were realised in devices consistent with the similar  peak signals measured. 

Analysis of their lifetime confirm similar lifetimes for these systems. 
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